
Rapid Fire Business Intelligence
Data discovery, analysis and collaboration throughout  
your organisation
You want a way to share data with thousands of colleague’s right in a browser. Do 

it in minutes with Tableau Server. It’s rapid fire business intelligence and it’s faster 

and easier than anything you’ve ever seen.  

Interactive dashboards on the web
Combine all the data you need into a powerful dashboard. Publish it on the web  

so you can filter, highlight and drill down right in a browser. Embed it right in your 

team’s workspace or Sharepoint site, 

or send it out via email. Update it in 

real time. And do it in minutes. Move 

from tables to interactivevisualisations 

to dashboards in a few clicks. 

Get out of the queue
Self-service business intelligence  

is the most effective kind. Business 

users create the reports they need to 

get answers themselves, today. They 

can change those reports as things change. Business users can get back to 

business and IT can get back to strategic IT.  

“There are cases where we have reduced costs by hundreds of thousands 

of dollars as a result of the information we gained out of Tableau”

Matt Krzysiak, Chief Operations Officer
National Motor Club
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Get blazing speed against massive data
We have turned your laptop into the equivalent of a multi-million dollar database. 

Bring your data into Tableau’s high performance data engine and work with it at 

blazing speed. And do it with a 

click — there’s no programming 

required. Tableau turns millions  

of rows of data into answers at  

the speed of thought. 

Combine data sources  
with a click
Why should you need to draw lines  

and model your data to look at 

relationships between it? With 

Tableau you don’t. You simply begin dragging and dropping to add a new data 

source and analyse relationships across the data. 

Invite the facts to your meetings
You and your colleagues are discussing new trends in your business. But your 

reports don’t answer your questions, and you leave your meeting with more 

questions than you went in with. So you go create more reports, then call another 

meeting. Which generates more questions and more reports. 

Why not interact with data live during your meeting? With Tableau you can filter, 

sort, and discuss data on the fly. Ask and answer questions in the moment, 

face-to-face with your colleagues. That’s real collaboration. 

“Tableau products put incredibly powerful reporting and analytical tools 

in the hands of operating people — people who know their business 

and who can, given insightful information, make better decisions.” 

Bill Attridge, President
HTM
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